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Michael Kelly - Founder, ONE08, Inc.
Michael is the Founder of ONE08 and visionary behind the mobile application that uses
Quantum Code Technology™. Michael was an active Sydney, Australia Real Estate Buyers Agent,
developer, investor and real estate coach, and is a best-selling author and consultant in the area
of creating wealth, retirement and the luxury lifestyle.
Michael has been working with the inventors of QCT for the past 20 years. By Michael’s vision
coupled with his dedication, unwavering persistence and passion, they were able to develop and
broadcast the 108 Quantum Code Energies via the Heart+ App. The Heart+ App makes it possible
for every person to significantly lower their stress and improve heart health. The App has the
ability to “open our hearts” in such a way that when over 1% of the population download and
use the Heart+ App...Michael believes we can raise global consciousness, making the world a
better place for his daughter Chloe, for us, our children and many generations to come. Michael
also brought to the planet the H2Optimizer™ water vortexing devices...so we can all have clean,
healthy and energized water. The devices include a bottle-top unit for individual use, undersink, full home units and an agricultural version as well. There are programs underway to bring
this water technology to the children in underdeveloped countries of the world.

Bo Rinaldi - CEO, ONE08, Inc.
Bo co-founded and ran the largest software consulting company in Silicon Valley, from 19842000. Bo helped engineer a successful purchase of the company TTN, by Spherion in 2000.
Known as the Jerry Maguire of Silicon Valley, his clients ranged from little known startups that
grew into mega corporations, to Apple, Oracle and IBM. Many times working with other CEOs,
Bo provided senior technical talent and project leadership to many engagements including
architecture and build out for E*Trade, Netflix, Drugstore.com, Match.com, GetSmart, Skymall,
NetObjects and Ticketmaster. Bo provided the key technology teams for Microsoft XML, Adobe’s
Acrobat and Apple’s Quicktime. Bo provided executive leadership and high performance teams
for dozens of significant technology projects at Apple, including three for Steve Jobs personally.
As the CEO of his restaurants and consulting company, he and his partners have won many
awards while setting new standards for business leadership in their markets. Bo has interests
and investments in the technology, nutraceutical, organic food, wellness and natural healing
industries. Bo has been featured in the New York Times, CNN, Fast Company, MSNBC,
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Success Magazine and is also a best selling author and public speaker in the areas of new
technology and innovation.

Robert Williams - Co Inventor, ONE08, Inc.
Robert is considered one of the foremost experts in subtle energy engineering and technology.
He lectures at leading universities, is a member of the International Society for the Study of
Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine, as well as the International Association of New Sciences.
Robert is the inventor and developer of Sympathetic Resonance Technology (SRT), now known
as Quantum Code Technology™ (QCT). Robert discovered the fundamental codes for these technologies in 1979 and has perfected them ever since with his research colleagues.
Robert is an inventor, musician and educator. In addition to teaching music at the university level, Robert recorded and performed with such artists as The Beach Boys, Paul Horn, and
Charles Lloyd. He has taught music at the University level.
Throughout his life, he has devoted himself to the study of subtle energy physics and has worked
with prominent scientists including Professor William Tiller at Stanford University, Professor
Beverly Rubik from the University of California at Berkeley, Professor Rustum Roy at Penn State
University, Department of Materials Sciences, and Professor Stuart Krassner, Department of
Biology, at the University of California, Irvine.
His research was published in the Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine and the
Journal of Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine. He has been a guest lecturer several times at the
University of California at Irvine.

Patricia Lee Leach - Co Inventor, ONE08, Inc.
Patti started out with a background as a Respiratory Therapist and Physician Assistant for ten
years. She then became a Certified Gemologist which she continues to use in her current work.
She was a Partner and Designer in a well known High End Residential Architectural and Interior Design Firm in Palm Desert, California for ten years. She became a partner with Robert O.
Williams in 1991 to present. She participates in R&D, Design and Manufacturing. When she’s not
working you’ll find her playing the piano, golfing or on the river fly fishing with her husband Ray.
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Dea Shandera-Hunter - Corporate Development, Public Relations
Dea is a highly regarded and seasoned media and entertainment creative executive having served
tenures over twenty-five years at Paramount Pictures (Manager of Advertising and Promotion
for the television group), The Walt Disney Company (Vice President of Creative Services for The
Disney Channel) and MGM with her most recent post being Executive Vice President of Worldwide Marketing for MGM Television. She has a reputation for being an out-of-the-box thinker
with a unique approach that has made a significant difference for the companies and individuals
she has worked for.
Dea has produced many projects for The Disney Channel including the environmental special,
Earth Day at Walt Disney World. She served as Executive Producer on the feature film 100 Years
that told the story of Elouise Cobell and the largest class action lawsuit against the US government. She was Co-Executive Producer on a documentary about an extraordinary young man with
autism called Bass Clef Bliss: Terrence’s Path. Dea also produced a special for PBS called SS
United States: Lady in Waiting.
During the last sixteen years she has consulted in every area of the communications and entertainment businesses from publicity to production through distribution for books, products, films
and television. Some of her clients have included Waterside Productions, Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment, Hansa Productions, Gener8Xion Entertainment, MGM, Trifecta Entertainment
and Media, Rocky Mountain Pictures, Regent Releasing, Drama House Productions, Off the Pier
Productions, Universal Music, Abrams Books, One08 and authors James Redfield, Neale Donald
Walsch, Dannion Brinkley, William Gladstone, Ervin Laszlo, Michael Beckwith, Lou Gossett, Jr.,
Patricia Cori, Arjuna Ardagh, Temple Hayes, Dr. Sylva Dvorak, Chris and Janet Attwood, Drs.
Ron and Mary Hulnick, Will Arntz, Michel Pascal, Pascale Naessens, Robert Clancy, William
Schneider, Peter Anthony, Susan Liberty Hall, Jesse Dylan, Dr. Jamie Turndorf, Kristen Moeller,
Annie Burnside, Dr. Tom O’Bryan, Pouline Middleton, Nancy Guettier, Lyric Benson, Debra
Marting, Sheri Getten, and Judith Diana Winston.

Dr. Daniel B. Taylor. OMD - Medical Advisor
Daniel is a Doctor of Oriental medicine in private practice in Melbourne Australia. He is a
leading pioneer in natural medicine closely involved in the development of technologies that
have assisted medical practitioners worldwide for the past forty years.
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Daniel’s extensive training in measurements of the human bio field, chi flow in the human body
as well as Heart Rate Variability (HRV) testing of the autonomic parasympathetic/sympathetic
nervous system has led him to conclude that One08 technology is unique and cutting edge in its
ability to increase and enhance overall strength, vitality, balance and health in animals, plants
and humans.
Daniel is a dedicated physician with a global focus on optimal health for all of humanity, physically, energetically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually.
Daniel has been involved with One08 technology for sixteen years working closely with Michael
Kelly testing the effects of the technology on a vast array of physical, therapeutic and digital
products.
“This technology is profound in its ability to shift a human being’s health to a balanced and
empowered homeostasis. In all of my years of testing health products I am amazed by its positive
effects and lasting results. Since being asked to be involved with the One08 technology sixteen
years ago and watching its growth I knew it would have a profoundly positive impact on global
mass consciousness and improving the health of humanity.”
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